Good Friday
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" The liturgy of Good Friday should be celebrated in the fullness of the paschal mystery. It is less a day of mourning and more a day of remembering, of seeing once again the boundless love of God expressed in the self-offering of Jesus of Nazareth. There is a quiet, a silence and sobriety, to the liturgy today. We carry in our hearts the suffering of our world, as well as the suffering that touches those we love directly. But in all of this, our eyes remain on Jesus hanging on a cross, the image of a God whose love is so powerful that not even death can defeat it. It should not be missed that the Passion account from the Gospel of John is chosen for this day. In it, the victory of Christ shines through every step of the way. Jesus' death is not seen as defeat, but as the passage of Christ into glory." Dan Schutte

Dear Friends,

Musician and former Jesuit, Dan Schutte created a beautiful music video as a way for us to "be in communion" with one another by virtually celebrating Good Friday and the entire Easter Triduum here.

Peace,

Tracy.

https://www.danschuttemusic.com/wordpressstore/easter-triduum/